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Abstract. After ending the Radar Antenna modification on the airborne plane, the initial installation 
error is need to be measured and to be compensated with the initial error. For the attitude measuring 
requirements of airborne radar Antenna mounted, This paper studies a non-contact optical 
measuring method based on the total station(a laser measurement equipment), which can solve the 
high precise attitude measuring problem. At first multiple points on the surface of Radar target and 
plane axis are measured, transform the corrdinate of Radar to the plane corrdinate to make the 
points fitting to the plane, then the points of Radar target are fitted to a plane;the attitude are 
obtained though the calculation and analysis from the fitting plane and the specified line,The 
principle ,scheme,calculating method and error analysis for airborne Radar antenna, have been  
detailed in the following papers. The measurement and algorithm method have been widely used in 
attitude measurement of weapons mounted, which are  good to apply in the measurement; which 
can be applied in the other weapons target mounted on the airborne.  

1 Introduction 1 
The test of weapon system is an important subject for flight testWeapon system  are equiped with 

many kinds of radar, photoelectric collimator, etc .The precision of weapon system  should be 
authenticated comprehensively mainly by fight test in the air[1]., which checks the precision of all 
kinds of radar on the airplane. Radar should be consistent with the airplane’s coordinates, which is 
equipped on the airplane with relevant requirements, so that the weapon system can build the same 
operation target with the airplane[2]. During mounting radar on airborne, radar should be consistent 
with the attitude of the airplane’s coordinates as far as possible. Because of the errors of the 
installation between the baseline of antenna system and the airplane’s heading axis, the precision of 
tracking and measurement with equipments will be seriously influenced without checking 
modification[3] [4]. 

In order to complete Weapon system performance test, The first technical problem is to abtain the 
accurate result for radar calibration. Currently, the methods for testing the attitude of installation 
almost are that through measuring the threer base points on the target plane of radar antenna, and 
then calculate the attitude through the specified line Which is based on the geometric relationship of 
the positioning result.  But for the small target plane, there is a low precision result through the 
method, which cannot be satisfied with the precise requirement in measurement. This paper studies 
on the algorithm of the attitude for the target plane, which can improve the precision of attitude 
measurement. At first, the multiple points on surface of plane are measured,transform the corrdinate 
of radar to the plane corrdinate to make the points fit to the plane，In the end, the attitude are 
obtained by calculation and analysis.  

2 Target Plane Attitude Check  
2.1 Principle of Target Plane Attitude Check[5] 
After ending the modification of the Airborne Radar target plane on the airborne plane, the angle 

between target plane and airplane baseline is fixed value, which can be measured by the distance 
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measurement principle. Through the relationships of the corresponding points between the target 
surface and base coordinates of the plane, which can be measured by total station, the computing 
angle between surface and surface is converted into the angle between line and line, and the angle 
between the target surface and the base surface of the plane can be obtained by calculation and 
analysis algorithm. There are some steps of measurement here. Firstly, remove the protective cover 
and keep the aircraft level,which are based on the specified point of the plane. measure the axis of 
aircraft ,calcute the error between the specified axis and the totle station axis, and set the total station  
axis into the measurement system  of the aircraft axis.then position the device and reference points 
according to the layout of the aircraft target surface. For the same target surface, all points are 
generally measured in a measurement station. In order to keep consistent with the plane’s 
coordinates, resection algorithm is usually used to unify the systems of coordinates. By using the 
adjustment algorithm, the normal vector of the target surface is obtained by adjustment process in the 
same coordinate system. At last, the attitude can be solved by calculation and analytical algorithm of 
line and line. 

2.2 Coordinate Setting[4][5] 
To carry out the measurement of the attitude, first of all, a system of coordinates should be set. 

Defined the system of antenna mounting platform coordinates as the system of the aircraft’s body 
coordinates after keeping the axis horizontal .The axis Yt points to the nose of the aircraft. The axis 
Z points to the vertical . The axis X and the plane YZ constitute the system of right-handed 
coordinates. The origin point is defined as the origin of the system of the specified plane’s 
coordinates, As shown in the figure 1. Antennas mounted on the aircraft's head or sides and 
connected with the plane tightly, as shown in the figure 2. 

 
Fig1. Installation diagrammatic sketch of antenna target plane and fight 

 
Fig 2. Radar antenna target plane mounting diagrammatic sketch 

2.3 Data Process 
Measure a number of points on the target surface and fit the plane from those measuring points. 

Structure the needed normal line and axis of the target surface according to the definition of the 
target or test requirements. Then calculated out the angle of the desired attitude according to the 
angle between a line and a line.one is the specified line,the other is fitting out 

2.3.1 Model 
The equation of space plane is written as: 

0Ax By Cz D+ + + =            (1) 
For formula (1), divided by A with both sides: 
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0x My Nz K+ + + =              (2) 
Therefore, any space plane can be uniquely determined by the three parameters M, N and K and 

the normal vector of the plane is (1, M, N). With 3 points in space, which are not collinear, a space 
plane can be uniquely identified. With considering the measurement error of the coordinates, 
generally we can calculate the fitting plane’s parameters with at least 4 measurement points. we can 
calculate the fitting plane’s parameters with  more  points which having been measured. 

2.3.2 Calculation of Plane Parameter using 3 Points 
When there are only three non collinear points P1, P2 and P3 in space, the three parameters M, N 

and K of the plane can be uniquely identified. If the three points’ coordinates are respectively (x1, 
Y1, z1), (X2, Y2, Z2) and (X3, Y3, Z3), calculate them into the formula (2) and move the coordinate 
of the X item to the right of the equality, we can get the following equations: 
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The three parameters M, N and K of the plane can be solved by the linear equations. 
2.3.3 Calculation of Fitting Plane Parameter using More than 3 Measuring Points  
Considering the measurement error of spatial points, the plane’s fitting equation of each point can 

be defined as 
xKNzMyv −=+++    

     (4) 

where V is the correction of the measurement error. The error equations of n measurement points 
such as formula (3) can be written as 
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The formula (5) can be represented in matrix type 
LXAV =•+                          (6) 

where
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According to the least square principle, X can be calculated by 
LAAAX TT 1)( −=           (7) 

2.3.4 Calculation of angle between the plane and the linear  
Through the method above, the parameters of the space plane can be calculated, where P (1, M, N) 

is normal vector of a calculated plane. Through two points P1 (
1, 1 1

,x y z ) and P2 (
2, 2 2

,x y z ) in space, 

the directional vector Z 
2 1, 2 1 2 1

( ,z )x x y y z− − −  can be determined. The angle between straight 
line and plane can be determined by the angle for two vectors [6]. The formula can be described as 

ZP
ZP

⋅

•
=ϕsin

            (8)

 

2.3.5 Software Interface 
According to the method mentioned above, the attitude of the target surface can be calculated 

with the program. The software interface is shown in figure 3. According with the input, the attitude 
of the target surface can be solved directly. 

At first, the input is Automatic measing points coordinate or loading  points coordinate, then Set 
the target surface origin of coordinates in the program,The origin point and the the specified point is 
connected to the X axis, The origin point and the other the specified point is connected to the Y axis 
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on the target surface,then the results of attitude can be  obtained for calculating.the result are 
displayed on the interface. 
 

   
Fig3. Target plane calibration diagram              Fig4. precision measurement 

 

3 Test and Error Analysis 
3.1 Checking Methods 
In order to check out the precision of this measurement method, the total station surface fitting 

algorithm can be accurately checked by the auto-collimation measurement algorithm. For the same 
mirror plane, in the same condition, by comparing the result of auto-collimation measurement 
algorithm and surface fitting measurement algorithm, we can see whether the results of statistical 
measurement accuracy is in the required range of 0.2 degrees or not. Precision detection field as 
shown above Figure 4. 

Firstly, adjust the mirror plane and use auto-collimation measurement to obtain the angle. Then 
measure the points on the mirror and obtain the angles with three axes.  According to the method 
mentioned above, measure multi groups of states and analyze whether the difference of the results, 
which measured by two equipments, can meet the required range or not in the same state. (the 
precision of auto-collimation measurement in 10 seconds) 

3.2 Test result  
Using the natations: Θ1is the angle for the normal vector and X axis; Θ2 is the angle for the 

normal vector and Y axis; Θ3 is the angle for the normal vector and Z axis. 
3.3 Test Conclusion 
Record the difference of results that measured by two kinds of measurement equipments, the 

difference was within 0.2 degrees. Therefore the precision of total station fitting surface completely 
met the requirement of the measurement precision in 0.2 degree. 

4 Conclusion 
Total station non-contact surface fitting algorithm has been used for measuring and calculating 

the attitude of the target surface. Through checking test, the precision of measurement has one higher 
order of magnitude than conventional measurement. The algorithm has been applied in the flight test 
of various models and obtained a good effectiveness. 
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Table 1. The comparison of Auto-collimation algorithm and Plane Fitting algorithm Result 
No. Auto-collimation Result  Plane Fitting Result Difference 

1 
Θ1：89° 12′ 6〞 Θ1：89° 13′ 53 -1′ 47〞 
Θ2：1° 27′ 37〞 Θ2：1° 21′ 56〞 5′ 41〞 

Θ3：91° 13′ 22〞 Θ3：91° 7′ 43〞 5′ 39〞 

2 
Θ1：89° 1′ 36〞 Θ1：88° 52′ 15 9′ 21〞 
Θ2：6° 19′ 4〞 Θ2：6° 23′ 57〞 -4′ 53〞 
Θ3：96° 14′ 30〞 Θ3：96° 17′ 53 -3′ 23〞 

3 
Θ1：89° 7′ 58〞 Θ1：89° 3′ 15〞 4′ 43〞 
Θ2：5° 26′ 51〞 Θ2：5° 27′ 6〞 -15〞 
Θ3：95° 22′ 39〞 Θ3：95° 22′ 6〞 33〞 

4 

Θ1：89° 9′ 40〞 Θ1：89° 3′ 17〞 6′ 13〞 
Θ2：5° 17′ 3〞 Θ2：5° 20′ 58〞 -3′ 55〞 

Θ3：95° 13′ 1〞 Θ3：95° 15′ 53 -2′ 52〞 

6 

Θ1：87° 18′ 47〞 Θ1：87° 22′ 37 -3′ 50〞 

Θ2：4° 48′ 8〞 Θ2：4° 42′ 21〞 5′ 47〞 

Θ3：93° 58′ 38〞 Θ3：93° 54′ 16 4′ 22〞 

7 

Θ1：87° 11′ 5〞 Θ1：87° 8′ 56〞 2′ 9〞 

Θ2：6° 47′ 48〞 Θ2：6° 51′ 54〞 -4′ 6〞 

Θ3：96° 10′ 52〞 Θ3：96° 14′ 23〞 -3′ 31〞 

8 

Θ1：85° 58′ 42〞 Θ1：85° 58′ 12〞 30〞 

Θ2：7° 20′ 59〞 Θ2：7° 21′ 14〞 -15〞 

Θ3：96° 8′ 31〞 Θ3：96° 8′ 29〞 2〞 

9 

Θ1：91° 32′ 54〞 Θ1：91° 34′ 30 -1′ 36〞 

Θ2：6° 18′ 24〞 Θ2：6° 12′ 50〞 5′ 34〞 

Θ3：96° 6′ 43〞 Θ3：96° 0′ 34〞 6′ 9〞 
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